NEW ASSASSINATIONQUESTION

-

What Was
in the CIA's
Declassified
JFK File.

CIA
a.s.sasalnation file
raises questions about
Oswald, Cuba,
Russia, the gun—
and the CIA-

RY DICK RUSSELL.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The CIA
these hies at
NSA evaluation.
has finally bared half Its cupboard
But the question of Oswald's puss
on the Ksonedy asaasalnettart. But
tale intelligence commences did
if the agency hoped to end the dark
not die. judging from a strange
rumors once and for all, they did
CIA memo to J. Edgar Hoover of
not succeed. The question of an
March 3, 1.65.This, remember. is
official cover-up know larger than
six months after the release al the
ever, and these documents could
Warren Report. "ft may be of
be the straw that finally breaks the
Interest to your office," the memo
Warren Commimlon's back.
begins, "to note the following com
In Congreta, controversy nas
ctdenves in the backgrounds of
been rapidly building over whether
[deleted' and Lee Harvey and
to reopen t he Ifie nnedy case. Ra
y meats leads one to believe that the much more likely nod effective military rifles.. .. " According
to Marina Oswald•' For public eon.
Madden, clean-Man of the House cu. hierarchy anew only
a little assassin's wee pun —emept Oswald the CIA, thal statement aeetoa l gumption. the "subject's name has
Rules Committee, and, renottediy, more spout Oswald
If Lee Harvey Oswald been deleted throughout. but the
and the asses didn't own one.
even speaker Carl Albert are coattoo than .tyone eta..
What conclusion can we draw really assassinated the president CIA makes reference to his FBI
ready to see action an CrIngrean"
The trouble lies in the contredie- from such contusion! Were the with a 6.5 Mannlicher Careen°, he ftle number and apparently had
man Tom Downing's resolution for dons. Let.s
corresponded about him with the
examine them, pi, CIA and the Warren Cart-mission couldn't have made a Duo
a select committee. And In the by pirevt ,
rer' bureau on previous occasions.
evaluating the some rifle? And choice of weaponry—and he•must
Senate, where an inrwnitaihre
Like Oswald, this "subject" had
The Oswald Rifle. From the what about the earliest police have been, despite many reports to
team has been probing for months
. beginning, there was great confu- reports about a Meuse.' Unless we the contrary, a quite remarkable served as an enlisted man and
as part of the Church Committee s Lot, about
technician in the United States
precisely what wea pon nre reedy to
"PC,
nut
fetellieence
study
Marines. Ile had then snowed up In
RI"WIrrt nod teen touna near 0*w-eel's al. Iwo. official errors in seemingly 'hO
mnuakti and the CIA . Soe
Schweiker'a subcotarrattee asses- tegod sniper's e
• cniari°n Minsk. USSR. tn both 1955 and 1959.
st The first Arl an expert Judgment, It Is logical that about a possible Osiveld-CIA
report
rumored to cm- reports describeds-The
P
ed it ma a German either an additional rifle was dig was raised, Resealing to a Mr when as the only American he
tails some. big straiten
7.65 Mouser holt-action tine. That covered—or eLse Oswald's own 65 Memorandum for the Record" 11 became acquainted with the son of
Several weeks ago. when the CIA was
hole it was generally labeled rifle was never In the depository a meeting between its two top a Soviet army general and
released 1466 pages of flies to
for the first 24 hours • after the building at all.
Clandestine Services officers and claimed to have attracted to lum.
Freedom tat Information sults by
assassination, although another
As 1. 1 these implicate/us weren't the Warren Commission, on March faf,.r.;:c-.1-,•ens" young Soviets
,er
—teet""
ty
lawyers David Behr, and Bernard
report called It a British Enfield. enough, the CIA's November 24 12, 1964. Comminian lawyer Hour. """
Fernsterwald. Jr.. first reports of
The CIA. these !ilea show. as late report makes mincemeat of the and P. Willens began byt,„ about the Standard of living in the
the contents centered around Lee
null—.
as November -H. was still calling It Oswald rifle's accuracy—even if it "that Mrs. Oswald had introduced
United States and Western Europe
Harvey Oewald's apparent liaison
Interests centered
a Misuser.
was actually fired at the presi- a statement to the effect that she and whew ears.
a
with agents of 'the P.usedan KGB
The Warren Commission, haw- denlialmoturrade.W195$3, said the suspected her son to be a CIA around
"
rime, ert,The'
tentog tohaving good
and Cuban intelligence during a
}azr music on
ever, concluded that the only rifle CIA, "the Italian military author agent.... I
September 1963 trip to Mexico
ied the Voice of America.' This "sub
Oswald owned was an Italian- 'ties decided to eliminate all the that he hod itSott4-be
ff :ttsfi.
W
reipillens
City,
made Mannitcher Camino. The Model 91s (5.5 and 7.35 calibers i of then asked if there were any way of jeer•'then divulged this Informs
But the most revealing material warren
Report ahlatoei "Pollee various types which were no longer proving this. [Staff officer' first tins In Copenhagen on May 3, and
really concern the domestic side
.. a CIA employee known to
hl,..
1961
u. M
laboratory teehradatta Police
of the situation. The CIA's files ottent.ty arrived and correctly being Issued and which were de remarked that In him and (staff
"a representative of Amer
• dared obsolete." An American officer) the commission had the
raise serious new doubts about
l
Intelligence."
Identified the weapon as a 6.5
undertook to modify and two Clandestine Services officers ean
Osweld's murder weapon and
Italian rifle." It's always seemed purchase smell:10AD of these—at who certainly would know whether The CIA memo continues: "It is
whether he might once have been
odd that the identification took so e wholesale price tag of 42.20 for or not Oswald had been an agent interesting that Oswald also reputan American intelligence operalong --since, as testimony also serviceable 6.5 rifles and 54.50 for for CIA in the Soket Union. He telly considered himself to be an
tive. They provide further insight
showed. the gun Oswald Ned ob- the 7.35 caliber.
then said that the commission oddity as the only American (asstd.
into Jack Ruby's ties with mob and
tained some months earlier from s
However, the report continued, would have to take his word For the Ing in Mask and attuned none or
Teamster leaders, They admit that
Calker" mall-order house was "The first lot of 7020 'Model 9Is• fact that Oswald had n been an I_.'"a.,,d7deaffiem
.ter, .OVe young Soviets
Clay Shaw, the accused cot clearly marked:
"Made Italy, Cal
ti It should be noted
'a °I
apron* in Jim Garrison's New 6.5." If this was indeed the weapon which Adam (Company) put on the agent. Mr. Rankin Interjected the that
among hit close
American market had dlstuarnisa view that the commission had not
Orleans probe of the ktelS60s. did !ound in the School Bonk Deposita. results. Many of them bursa, with adopted this
"Tends
in
Minsk
a young Sortat
procedure with other
indeed, have "pest CIA contact."
ry building, why the confusion? frequently fatal consequences, and agencies and aondemi whether named Pavel Gokivachev. whose
they lrtng Cuban
A CIA analysis of November 26, many didn't fire. This forced there was not some way to clarity father ostensibly was a Soviet
dons Into closer focus.
effectively
for the army general."
this point
.
Thu mountain of popes
M 1."3, ands thirdMtPrItahm to the Adam to withdraw all the rifles „.mmr.no
Otwaid, who arrived In Minsk a
other respects, largely what you rifle Pmzie• "nth weapon "tett from sale and check them before
might expect—on ofteo_rawitrett. appears to have been employed In putting them back on the market.
Although neither CIA staff of- few months after the other "subroropeodloot
,
this
criminal
attack," wrole the After taking delivery of 100,000 ricer is identified, an intelligence Jert" departed, would remain fur
foreign rear
Ing
has named
ed the agency over two years. The other fellow,
hen and foreign
intrigue, with CIA, "is a Model Si rifle 735 rifles the Adam Company. with
re
caliber,
1938 modificatton." Al- various excuses. did not deCtin spokesman as Richard Benne. by the CIA's own admission.
source's names and agency codeThis same CIA memorandum re. served at the very least as an
words dutifully excised. There though by this time the weapon any more."
ase valuable historical footnotes— was being described as a 65 malt- The CIA analyst concludes: "It steals for the first time that the informant on Soviet onivinelafter
rorothtaaton
oro..et_oed about he left Russia. This memo appears
including a source's private con. her' the analyst concluded. "the Is suggested that you may desire to
American pass copies of this report to FBI. A a bona found In Oswald's pastes to Impl y that Oswald was simply
venation with Khruatichev, in photographs from
1964, who did not believe Oswald sources appearing In the IMItan copy has been made svailehle to mph whirl, had „moo letter" not picking up where someone else left
was a madman acting alone. For Preas ohm' another type of weep- the FBI representative here tar his out—"giving the Impression that off. But why would the CIA send a
the real buff, there are atmet.rata• on—a 7.35 caliber."
information and with ad ice that it Hite might have formed the base or memo to the FBI alluding to Os•
new theories and suspects—some The Warren Commission never has been forwarded to Washing- key for a cipher system. They ward's similar role, but not getting
Utterly bizarre. some thoughr.pro. mentioesd this caliber of Italian ton."
asked whether it would be useful in specific? Had Oswald and the
rifle, but such a weapon does exile
But if the FBI got the message. our opinion to send this book to other Marine "subject" been sent
coking.
By and large, the CIA seemed and. according to one intelligence the Warren Commission apparent- NSA [National Security Agency' to the USSR not by the CIA. but by
diligent In pursuing all leads to a source, IS add 'steed far sniper ly didn't. The Warren Report cost- for review. We assured them that some other U.S. agency like Naval
possible foreign conspiracy,. This Practice by NATO toren abroad. tends: " . . the assaasination NSA wit, poe.appMPrlate aencY Intelligence?
Oswald site lhe:fitstaiabli.' the*
was, after alt, its 10b. And taken at It fe apparently supet tor to Os-- rifle was an accurate weapon .
for this .
smaller 0.5 caliber. and a in fact. as accurate as current
There is no further mention in
face value, the bulk of the dam
Cont amed on can page

`The question of an official cover-up
is now larger than ever, and these
CIA documents could be the straw that
finally breaks the Warren Commission's
back and reopens the Kennedy case.'

" CIA

The memo records eases:whey
-Rumors are now circulating
as asking, "What really hapamong exile Cubans re posible
pened'." Then: "[Source( sad In
DGI [Cuban intelligence) involvemete In President Kennedy's
A CIA apparently decided very early effect that the whole affair had
death. Authors these tumors not
1" that Oswald was an unlikely Russ. taken place just as had been
ta.sten
•
identified but it -clear this being
ee
agent_ In o memo of De- reported In ihe newspapers and
done primarily in attempt provoke
;d cember Li, 1963, "Additional Notes presumably by the Soviet melbas
seder
in
Washington.
Chairman
strong
U.S. action against Cuba.
and Comments on the Oswald
.
The memo concluded there
Case." its analyst writes, "Long- Khrushchev was utterly incredulous.
.
When
[source[
said
that
was
only
an "oft chance" that the
standing KGB practice generally
. . in fact Oswald was road, had
rumors might have substance.
forbids agents serving outside the
'
a
cted
an
his
own,
ditto
Rutty.
That's
the way Castro saw IL
USSR to have any maltase with
by E. Howard Hunt. The February nuclear test ban treaty, It's always
z domestic Communist partles or Chairman Khrushchev said flatly 17. 1961, study of "Soviet Use of seemed doubtful that the Soviets tao, according to the CIA's study of
that
he
did
not
believe
this.
He
said
his
speech:
"Castro rehearses the
with Soviet embassies or camas
Assassination .
begins: "It wanted Kennedy eliminated, Cuba
details of Oswald's 27 September
lams. . Yet Oswald blued a he did not believe that the Ameri- has long been known that the Som. IS another matter, particularly
as
can
security
services
were
this
application
for
a Cuban visa at the
trail to the Soviets which was a
et state security service (Currently revelations of CIA-mob attempts
Cuban consulate in Mexico City
mile wide. He earreapamied with Inept.
the KGB1 resorts to abduction and to kill Fidel Castro have given rise
"
.
.
.
Chairman
Kitrushchew
sad
reports
publicly
for the first
the national headquarters of the
murder to combat what are con. to a "Castro's revenge" !henry.
time shi arrest of two employees of
Comments party U.S.A.—op- was completely convinced that th sidered to be actual ar potential But Fidel. as seen
In CIA memos of
the consulate by Mexican police on
patently with same -.regularity— true story of the Kennediesasessi- threats to the Soviet regime. These November 25
and
29,
reacted
fast
23 November. This wan done. he
and visited the Soviet Consulate in nation has not come our. (Source] techniques, frequently designated and furiously—and
considered
said somewhat ruefully. '1 couldn't
Mexico City.. .
as 'executive action' and known Kennedy's death -serious and had Charges. in order to fabricate e
case against Cuba, and to provide
"Certain Ness of Os aid's an. make a nickel with Khrushchev
within the KGB as 'liquid affairs,' news.[Sot/reel got the
a pretest for punitive action
tivitles In the USSR also argue this one. . .
can be and are employed abroad
Castro's first speech atter the
that
Chairman
strongly that the KGB would rever Impression
as well as within the borders of the assassination raised immediate against the revolution.. . "
Khrushchev
had
some
dark
The CIA's files do show that
have recruited him for a mission of
USSR . . . Foreign political lead- questions about Oswald's motive.
Oswald, In his efforts to get a
any kind. . .
It is extremely thoughts about the American right ers are aim potential targets of "Le he really petty?"
Castro asked
Cuban visa in Mexico Cite. may
unlikely that Oswald—with his wing being behind this conspiracy Soviet executive action operations. on November 23.
"In
he
a
scapeRussian wife—was even seriously although Chairman Khrushchev . . . There is, however, no evi- goat? to he a psychopath' Or is he have had contact with three Cuban
Intelligence officials at the eon
considered for subsequent regatri• did not articulate this In any clear dence proving that any Western perhaps a tool of
the most reacba_say there. And after the mast.
atIon to the United Slates ma KGB! fashion . . ."
leader has been the victim of Sovi- tionary U.S. circles? Who is this
nation. Castro did put his butte.
It's not inconceivable that both et executive action."
asset. As a re-defector from the
man! Why did he ge into action
USSR he would Immediately be American and Russian intelligence
In a lengthy chronology of Os- precisely when circumstances gence service in Mexico on alert. A
suspect and thus under smell- had something to hide. At different weld's association with Soviet citi- were least favorable for a left-wing CIA memo to the Warren Commission of May L5.1964. reports: "
times, Oswald could have served zens, the CIA does Identify a Soviet
lance by the FBI.
"
fanatic to assassinate the U.S.
orders were issued for all DCI
The Soviets, themselves. right as a kind of "free lance" agent or Consul with whom Osseals suppo- President?"
components In the country to sort
up to the highest level of mem. Informant. For sure, his being sedly met September M, 1963. in
Studying a second Castro speech
ment. apparently believed Ken- allowed to leave the USSR with a Mexico _City as "a staff officer of four days later, the CIA wrote: and package all documents
according to whether they were
nedy was the victim of a right-wing Russian wife and very little hassle t he KGB . . connected with the "Textual analysis
. neither
American tronspirsiey—with Os-I was an unusually generous Soviet 13th, or 'liquid Stairs' depart- proves nor disproves that the muy secrets' [very secrete 'secrets'
[secret! or emportante
procedure.
And
If
Oswald
had
in the role of a "patsy" whose
ment, whose responsibilities In- Cuban leader had advance knowl[lecheries:I would point a falael served twu masters—neither of clude assassination and sabo- edge of the assassination. . . . It (Important]. The material, once
consolidated,
was to be held pendwhich
would
want
It
known,
par
finger at the Communism. One of
tage." But while the CIA spent does Indicate that Castro—alert to
ing further instructions_ All travel
the most fascinating CIA docu- ticularly after November 22, countless hours tracing the activi- the consequences which even
the
by
DGI
officers
was suspended
1963—he
this
became
a perfect ties of Valery V. Koralkov, the files
ments Is a May 27, 1964, memo to
Imputation of complicity would
temporarily. In addition. DGI
the Warren Commission dem-tith- tool for anyone else who wanted in show they timid find nothing to have
ve for U.S.-Cuban relations—is
headquarters'
personnel
were inensure
an official cover-up.
ing a el-minute "Discussion BeI ndicate his preawareness of the fully read on the detail. of the
structed to remain in their offices
tween Chairman Khniehchev and
There is another report wMch Kennedy assassination.
shooting as they have been reportor
to
keep
the
DGI
aware
of their
[American CIA source re Lee sounds similar to the CIA's
Oswald and the Cubans: Given ed by the press.whereabnuts so that they' could be
Harvey Oswald."
"Operation KS" resealed last year the aura of detente after the 1963
Indeed, Castro sounds somereached Immediately. The source
times like the first of the mastdoes not know the reasons for these
nation buffs. The CIA says: "Almeasures but believes it is logical
luding to statements merle early
that they were issued because of
this week by doctors at the Parkthe posit:ditty that the United
land Hospital; Castro claims that
States might hove taken some type
no one in a position to do so has
of action against Cuba and the DM
said whether there were one or two
itself . . . the DGI files were
bullets used to kill the President.
restored to regular use about 3
Castro declared that 'they cannot
December 190."
establish which are the entry and
Obviously, Castro was not restexit waundse Implying that mare
ing easily. But his actions really
than one assassin was Involved.
seem more natural than suspiand that the President was struck
cious. If Oswald's role in going to
both from in front and behind...."
the Soviet and Cuban embassies
Casten's speeches notaithstend was part of a plan in halt a trap in
beg, the CIA's most intensive early that direction, Castro had good
efforts concentrated on possible reason to be paranoid. ImmediateCuban Involvement. Conously ly atter the assasinanon. his even
some of the most persistent field intelligence In Mexico would surereports spoke of complicity with ly have Informed him of Oswald's
the Chinese. A foreign diplomat, a contact with them. Castro was no
source in Chicago, a letter to the tool. He ALSO had little reason.
U.S. embassy In Sweden, and even except for the simplistic -rea letter postmarked December 2 venge' notion, to plot the death of
An Ae.F Spacial Purchase
from Havana, all conjured such a a president who was rapidly workaCcounls for The stashed price leg
scenario. According to the CIA. the ing to ease U.S.-Cuban tensions
on have Jackets styled by the
FBI was "very much interested In
The Mince Mysteries: There
People who virtually invented
this allegation," particularly as It has been speculation down through
concerned contact with a Mexican the years that the real Oswald
In brushed cotton denim,
and a Cuban who lived In Dallas at never went to Meseta at all in
they're just wren you need lot all
the time. A memo to the CIA September 1963. The question
your outdoor activities. And,
director dated December 6, 1967, arose because the "Lee Oswald"
remember they're jeans-cut when
describes the foreign diplomat's who supposedly visited the Soviet
ordering sizes S. M. L. XL.
claim that "These men financed embassy on October 1 was.
Brown, navy or tart, (49-33531'
through bank located It Wall according to a C/A station cable
\ '20 value ... Jost 11.911, Filth hoer.
Street, New York City." Another nine days later, "apparent age 35,
I Can 24 hrs a day (212) 682-0902
memo, dated December 9, reports athletic build, circa six feet, reMail P 0 Box 4258,
that the FBI "Ls endeavoring to run ceding hairline, heeling top. Ware
rand Central Station. NYC 10017.
down
the teed relating to the bank Weskit and sport shin," Of course,
Add sales tax, add 1 25 handling
in New York... .
elim M-year.old Lee did not match
It .65-beyond UPS). Sony, no COD's.
There
Is no indication of what the that description. Sn who was the
Charge: AS-F, AE, MC, BA, DC, CB.
FBI might have /earned. Quite man the CIA phatagraphed and
probably, most of such "murce" Identified as Oswald? Perhaps
reports were frauds. The CIA spent Someone carrying false Oswald
weeks tracking down a lead about papers and blazing a phony trail?
Oswald's receiving $6500 In Mex•
On the day of the asaassination.
ice's Cuban embassy, only to have when the CIA arranged to have one
the source confess he'd made It all of these photographs delivered to
up. Only two days after the &seek- the FBI, the agency has said it
litadhon Ave, ISM IL, 11..r. 1001 71212) ea2.0%0, Shari HOB,
a N.J. 070111201[ 379-6tee
sination, an internal memo to realized' its mietake. The earliest
Director John MeCone said. message about the Mexico City
Ceminued tram preceding page

`Where Ruby is concerned, a lot
of people may have had a lot of
secrets to protect. He was an
FBI informant, no stranger to
the mob and Cuban affairs.'

JEANS
.:?.4JA
CKET
11.99

Et ituFt(OmBIE

Whircnt

photos has not been released. it's
In the form of a personal letter
signed "Best wishes" and appears
to be an exchange with the FBI. It
is dated November
"Reference
is made to our conversation of V
November In which I requested
permission to give the legal arta.
the copies of photographs of a
certain person who is known to
you. At 6 p.m. Mexico time on V
November, the ambassador decld.
ed that this wax important enough
to have a member of the legal
attache's office take copies of
these pictures to Dallas, Texas.
The naval attache is making 11.
special flight from Mexico City roe
this purpose. The legal attache's
officer who Is going to Dallas has
Promised to mall this material to
you for me. Copies of these photoelegies are also being sent by
pouch %leech will leave Mexico City
on the night of 72 Novernbet
1963."
What Is the meaning of "a certain person who is known to you"?
Did the CIA mean Oswald, and was
being purposely cryptic in those
tense early hours? Or. if the CIA
knew by then that the photos were
:sot of Oswald, did they fear this
"certain person" was part of a
ceruipinicy? Was the "certain
person," if-not Oswald, known to
bath the CIA and FBI?
A CIA memo to the Warren
Commission of July n, 1964. indicates that the CIA at least found
out who the mystery man was-and wanted to bury the Sabiegl
forever. "The Central Intelligenct
Agency recommends that this pl o.
togreph not be reproduced In the
commission's report," the enema
says. "It could be embarrassing to
the Individual Involved who as far
as this agency is aware, had no
connection with Lee Harvey Oswald or the assassination of Prime
dent Kennedy." The commission
did rep-seduce tine picture, without
explanation. The man his never
been Identified.)
The mystery man Is not the only
mexplained mystery about Mex.
Cu and the assasstnitian. Another
nema has an FBI Informant alleg.
rig that Oswald met there with a
:IA man whose alias was We
Aedlna; the CIA denies the rumor.
lhen there was an "alleged official
4 the American grivernment" said
a have been in contact with Os
raid in Cozumel.
a student
eho reported Oswald saying, on a
esit to a university campus, that It
vas "urgent he visit Cubs Mime.
'lately and that Cuban embassy
tented him visa."
Rube' Pd'
bough the CIA had "no Indication
hat Ruby and Lee Harvey Oswald
ever knew each other. were Mo.
anted. or might have been connected in any manner," the agency
Ad plenty of indication that Mr.
Toby wasn't as simple a fellow al
Warren Commis...1i wanted as
it believe.

a

And

The Myetertour Mr.

he

Ruby himself acknowledged
caking a trip to Havana in Sep.
ember 1459. a few months before
he borders closed. Besides visit•
ig a nightclub one night, ft's never
eon known just what he did there.
tut as early as November 27, 1963,
ceording to a CIA memo to the
hector, a British journalist
amed John Wilson also Wilson'edam had told a strange tale at
se American embassy in London.
I tale working In Oita and being
ailed by Castro In 1959, the jour.
Mist recalled. he had met an
,merican
"gangster-gambler
aimed Santos who could not retire
n the USX. because there were
everal indictments outstanding
gains: him. Santos opted
herefore to remain in prison for a

period of time payIng Castro In
dollars for his rather luxurious and
definitely non-prlsonlike acco. " While Santos
mmodations.
was In prison, Wilson says.
"Santos was visited frequently by
an American gangster type named
Ruby."
The CIA didn't put much stock in
the journalist's story. The fact
remains that an infamous "gangster-gambler" and narcotics tree
ticker named Santos Trancante
was in a Castro jail In 1959, Under
Batista's regime, he had handled
the Havana casinos for crime boa
Meyer lanky. And Ruby. as even
the FBI finally conceded, had long
had peripheral ties to the mob.
This Is not the only mention in
the CIA's flies of Ruby and Cube,
Reports from twn sources claimed
that Ruby had flown into Havana
from Mexico City sometime in late
1962- "frequenting a tourist store
owned by man named Soinmne

?rattans." The CIA rather badly , been placed on this delegation by convenient fellow, for anyone wive°
dented these rumors. saying: /deleted] of the Teamsters Union. wanted a quick "case closed."
en
-Information avallabLe to this cif• While in New York he was also in
The Garrison Thoestigehan:
flee falls to confirm that subject contact with [deleted) reported to Very few believed Jim Garrison "•left Mexico City far Habana. or be an official at the Histadra when he claimed say Shaw had uf
arrived in Meideo City from Ha- (Israel Federation of Labor).
worked for the CIA, and ranted e
"2. it was also stated that the that the agency was going out of its d
bane by air anytime during
AFL-CIO has a record that subject way to Curtail Ilia inVestigailOn.
2962."
Another source, a Polish citizen, applied last year In New Orleans to When his conspiracy case colgives the Improbable story of hav the AFL.CIO office there for a job lapsed in 1969. Garrison laded Into sz
Mg met Jack Ruby In Tel Aviv, as a union organizer."
obscurity. Shaw traveled the let
Jack Ruby, gendelme nightclub tare circuit for awhile. talking elt
where Ruby was "described as
high NKVD fRusaian1 official who operator? According to ex-CIA about Garrison's Inrustice. lie, too,
recruiting for NKVD from among agent Philip Agee's book, "Inside was an obscure figure when he
members Polish army." Such a the Company.- the Israeli Hitt* died In Int.
role seemsincredible, bur this drat Is regularly used in CIA
Then lee year, former CIA offiwasn't
report linking "labor operations" for "spetiacial Victor Marchetti revealed that
Ruby lea journey to ferael. Here is lined training within the social.
high-level CIA conferences in
how an undated CIA memorandum democratic movement."
early 1969 had determined to "give
puts it
Where Ruby Is concerned. as
help in the trial." Said Marchetti,
"A reliable source who Is well with Oswald, a lot of people may
"I sure as hell know they didn't
versed in labor affairs informed have had ri lot of secrets to protect.
mean Carr:awe Marchetti main.
me today that Jack Ruby (former- He had been. the FBI admitted In
tanned that bath Shaw and David
ly Rubenstein) was sent to Israel 1975. a bureau informant. lie was'
last year with a delegation of no stranger to labor, the mob, and Ferret, another at Garrison's

the only

American trade unionists, having Cuban affairs. He was

a most
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HOW TO
CHANGE YOUR
LIFE
or

Some people are interested in changing careers
acquiring fresh viewpoints. Others may be underemployed and
want more responsibilities. The School of General Studies
is the liberal arts college at Columbia University for adult
men and women who are unwilling to accept the status
quo.
year the School offers over 1.000 day and
evening courses. Here are a hew of the ideas, events and
sights you could experience this Fait.

Every

1 "Battle Relief." What can you do in a single liletime?
After Michelangelo Sculpted this work at Me aga of sixteen,
he created masterpieces for over sevenry years. This fall,
the School of General Studies in conjunction with the
School of the Ann will offer lour new creative arts pro;
grams. The courses offered will be Film, Theatre Arts,
Visual Arta and Literature-Writing.

2

Photography at X-Ray emissions from the sun, Can
these emissions cause droughts here on earth? How will
we solve the crucial problems involving energy, me environment, and pollution? The School of General Studies
offers you thorough undergraduate training in scientific
disciplines which include Physics, the Biological and Geological Sciences, Chemistry, Astronomy, Mathematics and
Statistics. The percentage of Columbia graduates admitted
to Medical, Engineering and other eradiate schools is one
of the highest in the country.

3

;Club dascanaada etch' In Columbia's Language
Laboratory you could tape and compare your voice repeating this phrase with the pronunciations and Inflections
of a native-born speaker. This Fail you could study any of
Cozen, of languages, Item the traditional France, German
and Spaniels to Serbo-Croatian, Swahili and Uzbek. One
recent American graduate used her new fluency in Russian
to change her life rather dramatically. She's now a hostess/
a Russian cruise ship.
interprator on the

S.S. Gorky,

4

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

a

School of General Studies

Hand-dipped chocolates. Within
three-minute stroll
from the campus subway exit at 116th Street and Broadway, you'll discover a little shop with over 70 binds of handdipped chocolate: You'll also find five bookstores, countless clothing boutiques, and Greek, Chelan. Japanese.
Viennese and American restaurants. There are lour restaurants on campus, Including a pizza pub that serves 40e
slices and 51.95 pitchers of beer until midnight

For more intormaion call (2121 280-3771 /3772
Applications for Fall. 1975 due: July 15
YES, please tell me more about Columbia's School of
Genera! Studies and your Fall, 1976 classes and special
programs. Please send me a free brochure.
Name

5

"One of the great urban spaces in New York." That's
what the New York Chapter of the American institute of
Architects caned Columbia's Morningside campus. Alludes. hours can be spent several ways. In a typical week
you might lake a swim, disease the U.S. Presidential Elections with a fellow student from Ceylon, watch a jujitsu
exhibition or attend a concert or 171h Century German
music. YoUr Ille.will be different:
•••-s •";•;-

Address
City

lip

Stale

Mail to: Columbia, School of General Studies
Depanmeni N-101, 420 Levesohn Hall
Broadway 6 I I fiiri Street New York, New York 10027.

if

; • ".••• •..

.

...........

-• • I • •

el rte . e

"The undersigned contacted IdeIced' end [deleted] atter checklag. advieed that be ACS office In
New Orleans had contact with
prime suspects, had served the
Shaw until $56. [Deleted! alto
agency at One time.
advised thar certain information
Now the C/A has admitted no
concerning Share had been furmuch, Memorandums on a number
nished to the general counsel of
of the figures In Garrison's probe
this agency at the request of the
were prepared m 1_957 and 1961 fns
general counsel.. but a copy Inadthe deputy director of plane By the
vertently had not been sent to the
summer of 196T, the agency was
Office If Security.. . [Deleted/
very concerned about "Garrison,
was advised that Shaw was at
inspires! Publicity Regarding
Interest
to DC1S a number at years
Classified CIA Informsation le
ago and that specific detail. would
Warren Commission. Flies." The
he obtained."
National Arc/sine had accidental.
Tire nen memo about Shaw le
ly provided a Garrison staffer with
••••••••••••
MOW YCK1 DON'T • a list of all the CIA's cLassided dated Nay 1.1961, from Howard J,
• HAVE 10 GO DOWNTOWN: assassination documents. "While Osborn. director of security. to the
one cannot condone National Ar. deputy director for support "Ti.'
••
TO BE /IP ON
chives' action In this matter." a CIA staff, in a detailed leaf atedy
•
AUTHENTIC
MIUTARY FASHIONS. : CIA official wrote. 'nevertheless I 0( the Garrison investigation, has
noted past CIA contact with only
fin nut feel that the pubro.00n
Garnett-1g equip. 8 bents
• Work shoes 8 Weathers au this list will hurt CIA in the long two figures named in the Inquiry,
Clay le Shaw. and Carlo. &M• Lees Mavericks 8 More':
But the truth about Clay Shaw ether, es both teen the contact
• et /skeet's/ye
• would surely have been damaging was limited to Domestic Contact
to the agency, Garrison and Mars Service activities.... "
:chetti were right. The CIA verified When Lee Harvey Oswald was
Shaw's background in an April I, arreste& his notebook contained
1967. fee for the deputy chief. the name and business address of
Carlos Bringuier. He was a fanatsecurity research stall.
"Name chern urn the subject; ally anti-Castro Cuban whom Os.
Were conducted in 1949 for the weld bad approached to offer his
• presets DCS," says that report. services m the summer at 1957.

CIA

Continued Iron', wecechag Poge

•• BROADWAY
•• ARMY ••
•• NAVY •

SELLING OEM
1/3 on ewe Mc
Come help us clear our stock, everything from
apple-peelers to zenith gourmet pots

Crynat
51/2" !NM. SALAD BOWL
value 9.00
reg. 5345 „

row 32.63

emeriti/the=
11/2 ge SAUCEPAN
vsice 1 0.02
fete 3.94Snow $8,83

Treys
reg.-57t95"
now $5.30

From Sweden, rand cralte0
WOODEN BUCKETS
value from 19.00
now $8.83 and up

sentry-weight
NAUGAHYDE
values up to 515.00/yd.
now

qualnted with Oswald. "According
is Maria Rodriguez de Lopez, her
series-law has tape-recorded On.
veronicas with Oswald." The CIA
notes that the information was
passed to the FBI. So much for
Arnesto Rodriguez
The time question Is why the CIA
turned over 500 of its 1190 classified
aseemlnetiori Ales to public sere.
Other surprises in the CIA files
tiny. Conceivably, they simply
are quielf rakes. Norte of them
wanted to avoid a court Behr, Altar
were followed up:
Bernard Ferislerwski, Ir., filed
• George de Mahreasetstide a suit for the files last October, the
petroleum edgMeer with possible matter was assigned to D. C. Disintelligence ties who squired the trict Court and Judge John Erica.
"We went to the wire on a trial.
Oswald. around Dallas's Russian
eerrimuntly until April 1913. ut then the CIA suggested we meet
quoted In a July I961 }dean voicing: instead," says Feesteevald, the
the following sentiments in Haiti Washington atcorney for SAME!
after the assasainatian : "De McCord and James Earl Ray wise
Mehrenechifill said that President alma runs the other "CIA" 'ComKennedy was hated by the Dallas mittee to Investigate Assassins
elite, and he felt that it was very depute "I'd asked originally for
likely that certain reactionary ele- eve computer printouts on Oswald.
ments In Dallas had organized a his aliases, and Marina Oswald.
pint to get rid of Keenedy and used gel absolute gobbledygonk. One
a disturbed pertain such no Oswald page of hieroglyphics am of their
to achieve their ends..
In two computer—Just an Index So I get
days of testimony before the War- George O'Toole. who helped instal]
ren Communion, De Mohrens their computer system, to go ow
dein Wag never questioned about there with me. They Rid. 'What
you're really interested in Is the
those remarks.
stuff on the shell. Give us a couple
• A Cuban named Reedolo. once months to go over the classifies
in a rrarnIng ramp for the Bay of don.'
Figs invasion, apparently arrived
"TS= has out !wan done at ran.
in Spain letterset a valid visa ch dom_ If the FBI wee doing it. I'd
November 17, 2953. and landed in
conclude they didn't know what
Madrid Jade "Can you tied out why was significant. But the CIA knows
police think he was expelled from what they're doing. They're pin.
U.S. and how he get to Spain"" a Meg out a lot of infer:name and I
CIA memo asks. "Any ideas on don't lame/ why."
how this story linking him with
Fenstereeld is still working to
assassusation cif president may
get NS hands on The CIA's last 600
have originated!" A later memo tiles. His
',Mention. he says, is to
records, •' Report subject's in
deliver them to John Sirsca for his
volvement In assaseination ap- peruse.
pears have originated In New
Se the Watergate parallels core
York." This Is the last we km= of Mule Perhaps. as with tee WaterRuedelo.
gate break-in, the anaaahraden
• Aa early report out of Med= question will one day seem a side
City describes an Arriesto Redid. Wale to the coverep that folLowed.
pee at Kew Orleans as well-an

1 %,,....STAINLESS STEEL

Swedish cryelei
9" SALAD/FRUIT BOWL
salve 20.00
fegee.941- ire.- 110w %Id

Then &angular, discovering
handing out pm-Communist
literature en the streets of New
Orleans, had allegedly punched
him Is the nose. A few days alter
that, they had debated no R local
right-wing radio program. By
then, It might he end they were
welleaeseuented.
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Colored glass
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MeCreedy
In Frye hoot
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in en of New York!
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Plastic
STORAGE DRAWERS
yatue 12.00
reg. ;7 le
now $4.98

WINE RACK
value 10 00
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KITCHEN BALANCE
"lac 20.00 SCALE
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now $8.83

AVENUE STORE ONLY. All Sales Final
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969 Third Avenue (at 56th Street)
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Mantle Charge Accepted
No mall orders.
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